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If you’re interested in advancing your skills as a professional stair designer and builder or maybe
even a do-it-yourselfer who’s having a difficult time figuring out how to connect the bottom or top
of a stair stringer to a platform or landing, then I have some good news, you finally found the
book you’re looking for.Inside you will learn how to attach a stair stringer to joist, beams and
ledgers. You’ll even learn how to create hanging ledgers out of plywood. You will also learn how
to make the necessary modifications when dealing with different treads and risers thicknesses.
This is a common problem and usually occurs when a stairway connects to a floor or landing
that uses different sized floor sheathing.I’ve built over 1000 stairways and can tell you from
experience that laying out the stair stringer correctly, with a solid understanding of what you’re
doing is the most important part of building an exceptional stairway. This book should be and
hopefully will be in the future, standard reading for architects, building designers, structural
engineers and home builders.I would also suggest reading some of our other books listed
below.501 Contractor TipsHow To Build And Frame StairsHow To Build And Frame Stairs With
LandingsHow To Build And Frame Winder StairsProfessional Stairway Building
SecretsSimplified Bracket Stair BuildingSimplified Tile Floor InstallationFor a complete list of
books visit http://www.homebuildingandrepairs.com/books/index.html
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LandingHanger Method Top Stringer Layout MethodsBeam And LedgerHanging Plywood
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Layout MistakesStringer Cracks And Hangers Basic Stringer Layout Before we get started,
I'm going to provide you with a step-by-step set of instructions for laying out a basic stair
stringer. Just in case you aren't familiar with laying out or building stairways. Feel free to skip this
section if you understand the basics. This book won't provide you with step-by-step stair building
instructions or how to figure out the rise and run. This book was written for construction workers,



stair builders and everyone else interested in taking the next step to learn more about the fine art
of stair building and stair stringer layout. If you need stair building instructions then click on the
link below and get the book,” How To Build And Frame Stairs.” Step 1: Lay your framing square
flat on top of the lumber you have chosen to use for your stringer as shown in picture above. You
will be working from your right to your left. Position the framing square between 8 and 12 inches
away from the right edge of the lumber. Step 2: Line up the individual step or tread
measurement on the framing square with the edge of lumber. Step 3: Do the same on opposite
side for the riser. Step 4: In our example above and most of the examples throughout the book,
we’ll be using 7 1/2 inch risers and 10 inch treads. Don't make any marks on lumber until you
have positioned your framing square correctly. Step 5: Mark lumber as shown in picture
above. Step 6: After marking lumber slide framing square to the left. Step 7: The black arrow is
pointing to the riser line you just marked, where it lines up with the edge of lumber. Step 8: The
black arrow in the picture above is pointing to the 10 inch mark on the framing square that will
represent each individual stair tread, throughout the rest of the book. Step 9: Before you can
mark the next tread and riser you will need to line the tread measurement mark on framing
square up with the riser mark on lumber. Then you must re-position the framing square as
shown in step four. Once this is done, mark lumber for your second tread and riser. By now you
should have something resembling the picture above. Step 10: In order to layout the next step
simply repeat steps 6 through 9. You can layout as many treads and risers as you need to,
depending upon the length of your stairway. In this example we will be laying out a three step
stairway. Step 11: After you have positioned the framing square correctly, mark the third
step. Step 12: By now the stair stringer should have three lines each representing your
individual stair treads and risers. If you were laying out a 10 step stairway then you would need
10 lines representing each individual stair tread and riser. Step 13: Now it's time to layout the
bottom of the stair stringer. Flip the framing square over and line the tread measurement on the
framing square up with the point where the riser meets the stair tread as shown in picture
above. Step 14: After you’ve positioned the framing square correctly, feel free to mark the first or
bottom riser. Step 15: You should end up with something looking like the picture above. Step 16:
Stringer bottom, overall riser measurements will vary from stairway to stairway. You will need to
subtract the tread thickness and any other materials used to build the stairway, from the bottom
of your stringer. For example, if I have a 7 1/2 inch over all riser and I'm going to use treads that
are an inch and a half thick, then the distance between the arrows in the picture above would be
6 inches. Step 17: If the stringer will be sitting on top of 2 x 4 treated lumber, separating it from a
concrete building foundation then you will need to subtract an additional inch and a half. You
would need to subtract 3 inches from your total bottom riser, giving you four and a half inches
between the arrows shown in picture above.See picture of stringer sitting on top of treated
lumber by clicking here.
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Vernon, “Multiple Stair Construction Scenarios. Greg Vanden Berge brings out a variety of stair
construction scenarios to equip the reader with options for dealing with stair construction
challenges that confront the average stair builder. The topics being discussed are well
illustrated too.”

Linda Scholz, “Great books, great author and drawings. Great books,great author and drawings,I
enjoyed his other book as well.definatly recommend to anyone who builds steps”

Linda Kelly, “Five Stars. Its been a slow process but we are getting there. Book very helpful”

The book by Greg Vanden Berge has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 28 people have provided feedback.
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